
THE SACRED PORTION  
CHILDREN’S OUTREACH 

A Child Caring Ministry 

“And you  . . . shall rejoice in all the good which the Lord your God has given you and your household.  And you . . . shall say before 
the Lord your God, I have removed the sacred portion from my house, and have given it to . . . the orphan according to all thy 

commandments which thou has commanded me . . . I have listened to the voice of the Lord my God.” 
Deuteronomy 26: 11, 12 & 14 

The Sacred Portion Children’s 
Outreach is a non-profit 
organization dedicated to providing 
for the needy children of the world 
who are without homes or families.   
 
Formerly known in our community 
as Southwood Child and Family  
Education Center, the organization 
was directly involved for 22 years 
in the development and operation 
of an early childhood program.  In 
1997 the organization passed the 
care and continuation of that 
program into another’s hands and 
the founders, Craig and Jan 
Druckenmiller, turned their hearts 
towards serving a more needy 
population of the world’s children.   
 
The organization, as part of its new 
mission seeks to assist facilities 
that care for orphaned and 
abandoned children in providing 
healthy, secure environments in 
which these children can grow and 
develop as normally as possible.   

ACTIVE LEARNING - LAYING THE 
FOUNDATION OF A CHILD’S FUTURE 

by Jan Druckenmiller 

                                                                                                                                                                                     

Our Mission 

 

Our third trip to the Philippines in March, 
2000 to visit the Children’s Shelter of 
Cebu was special in it’s own way, as 
each previous trip had been.  If asked to 
pick a favorite moment, it would have to 
be watching the response of the toddlers 
to sand and water play.  I had set a tub of 
each on the lawn between the children’s 

homes on one of Cebu’s many warm and 
sunny, blue sky days.  The toddlers from 
the Eicher house congregated around the 
tubs and proceeded to sift and pour the 
sand, wash the baby dolls with small 

soaps and wash cloths, and fill and 
squeeze water out of sponges.  
Marianissa loved the cool feeling of 
water from a sponge dripping over her 

head, defying any hope of her plastic 
apron keeping her clothing dry.  Forty 
five minutes went by and the children 
showed no signs of reaching a point of 
disinterest and being ready to move on to 
something else.  It was only the need to 
provide the toddlers from the Cherne 
house a chance to play that brought their 
activity to culmination.    
 
The toddlers responded similarly to the 
other activities introduced during our 
three week stay.  Paint, play dough and 
shaving cream absorbed and held their  
interest for time periods that broke all 
records for toddler attention span.  Some 
of the children displayed an initial 
wariness of what, for them, was strange 
and new.  William’s response to the play 
dough was pushing his chair away from 
the table, making an obvious statement 
as to how he felt about that yellow blob 
in front of him.  With the gentle 
persuasion and support of one of the 
caregivers or “Aunties”, he was soon  
 
   continued on page 2 
touching, squeezing, pinching and 



The child care workers who lovingly 
devote their days to the children at CSC 
are foundation layers.  Through training 
they gain a realization of the impact they 
can have on children’s development and 

that what they do has great underlying 
importance for the child’s future.   They 
come to see themselves more than 
caregivers.  They are children’s first 
teachers.  Involving the child care staff 

in the activities that we conducted with 
the toddlers during our stay in Cebu was 
an opportune way for them to learn what 
is possible and appropriate for this age 
group.  I must admit that I entered the 
play rooms the first few days with some 
hesitation, unsure as to how the toddlers 
would handle the activities and what the 
reaction of the Aunties would be.  I had 
visions of these little ones stuffing play 
dough in their mouths and chewing on 
crayons, much to the Aunties’ despair. 
While we had a little of that, most of the  
children seemed beyond the stage of 
discovery primarily through mouthing. 
In some cases, a taste of the materials 
was enough of a deterrent to not try it 
again, as witnessed by Aurea’s tears of  
shock and surprise after putting a chunk 
of salty play dough in her mouth.   The  
Aunties were very gracious in tolerating  
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pounding along 
with everyone 
else.  
Anthony’s 
response to 
painting was to 
sit and watch 
with a look of 
awe on his face.  
Yet, he 
maintained a 
tight grip on his 
paint bottle and 

refused to let go of it for anything.   
 
Young children are notorious for finding 
alternate uses for materials and John 
Andrew was no exception.  Discovering, 
by pure accident, that the round caps to 
the paint bottles were quite conducive to 
spinning, the table top was quickly set in 
motion with spinning bottle caps amidst 
tumultuous 
shouts of glee.  
Ending the 
activities and 
putting the 
materials away 
when time ran 
out each day 
triggered a few 
crying spells, so 
great was the 
children’s 
interest and 
enjoyment.  
  
After the first few days of engaging in 
these activities, the toddlers quickly 
figured out that I was the lady with the 
“fun stuff.”  Upon seeing me approach 
the homes in the afternoons they would 
coming running, eager to discover what I 
had for them that day.  Their response 
makes a profound statement regarding 
what children need at this curious and 
very sensory based age.  The mode by 
which children naturally learn is through 
active exploration and manipulation of 
objects and materials in their 
environment.  Because half of all 
intellectual potential is established by 
age four, children’s experiences and the 
environment with which they interact 
profoundly affect their development. 
On a scientific level, this all has to do 
with the formation of brain cells and 
synapses, or how the brain gets wired up 
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TRAINING THE 
BUILDERS during the early years.   Stimulation 

through activity serves to develop and 
refine the way a child’s brain functions.   
  
Children’s early development becomes 
key to their future.  The formation of 
intellect as well as personality and social 
skills can be equated to laying the stones 
for the foundation of a building.  From a 
construction standpoint, a strong 
foundation is required to support the 
entire structure.  Likewise, how strong 
the foundation of early learning is 
ultimately affects the child’s later 
success in school and their ability to 
function as a productive adult in society.   
 
Children everywhere deserve to thrive.  
Yet, there are so many children in this 
world who are without a family to 
provide the nurture and stimulation they 
need to develop normally during the 
very formative years.  What is lost in 
developmental achievement will be 
difficult, if not impossible to restore later 
in life.  Thus, the need for early 
intervention is huge.  Supporting 
orphanages in developing stimulating 
learning environments for their children 
is one of the main thrusts of our mission 
statement and what we seek to 
accomplish as an outreach ministry.  We 
are a fledgling organization and our 
efforts so far have been miniscule in 
proportion to the need that exists.  Along 
with other organizations that share this 
vision, we will continue to work towards 
giving children in institutional settings 
what they need to grow well.  Our desire 
is that none should lose out.    



Approximately 350 blankets are cut, 
ready and waiting for the creative touch 
of children in our community.  The 
blankets will eventually be distributed 
around the world to child relief efforts 
such as orphanages and street children 
ministries.  The blankets will not only 
provide warmth and comfort but will 
bring to the recipient a message of hope 
conveyed through a scripture verse and 
message on each blanket.   So far, 
blankets have been decorated by several 
scout troops and a church youth group.  

The blanket project is an opportunity to 
involve children in our community in 
learning what it means to reach out to 
others who are less fortunate than 
themselves.   If you are involved with or 
know of a group that would be interested 
in participating in this project, please 
contact Rebecca Ruefer at  
(406) 582-8840.  We will deliver the 
blankets to your group and pick them up 
when finished.  The blankets can be 
decorated with applique, embroidery, 
fabric paints, etc.  We greatly thank 
Duncan Enterprises for providing a 
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the messes and the few mishaps of eaten  
materials.  Following an afternoon of 
playing with shaving cream, I was 
outside preparing to leave the Shelter.  
As I passed by the kitchen window, the 
Auntie who had helped me with the 
activity called out, “Thank you, Jan.”  I 
sighed with relief at this positive 
affirmation that she didn’t think I was 
crazy after all and had enjoyed 
participating with the children in the 
white foamy mess.  
 
Dropping ping pong balls through paper 
towel tubes and retrieving them as they 
bounced across the floor was a motor 
skill activity that had been very 

entertaining for 
children.  On our 
last day in Cebu, 
the child care 
staff heard these 
types of 
activities 
discussed in a 
framework of 
growth and 
development 
through a formal 
presentation on 
Active Learning 

for Infants and Toddlers.  The session 
included examples of a variety of simple 

activities that can be carried out with 
children birth through age 2 in all 
settings and routines, requiring little or 
no preparation or cost.  Paul Healy, Field 
Director for the Children’s Shelter of 
Cebu, also happens to be a computer 
wizard and generated a slide presentation 
incorporating photos of the children in 

action with many of the materials being 
demonstrated.  This was a great aid in 
creating a very visual presentation that 
helped to transcend language barriers 
with the child care workers. 
  
Sandy Swanson, Child Development 
Director for 
CSC, is 
committed to 
implementing 
the Active 
Learning 
program that we 
introduced.  She 
will be guiding 
the staff in 
carrying out 
activities for the 
children on a 
daily basis to 
provide the stimulation and learning that 
they need.  We look forward to returning 
to Cebu in the future and seeing this 

 
In February, The Sacred Portion Children’s Outreach sent approximately $600 worth of educational 
toys and equipment to Half the Sky Foundation.   Founded by adoptive mothers of children from 
China, this organization has as its mission the development of early learning programs within the 
orphanages in China.  They have the blessing of the Chinese government to develop two pilot projects 

in the year 2000.  A Little Sisters Preschool Program will be implemented within two selected orphanage sites.  The 
curriculum will be a combination of traditional Chinese preschool methods and the Reggio Emilia approach to early 
education.  Grandma/Infant Nuture Programs will also be established, hiring retired Chinese women to go into the 
orphanages for four hours per day to hold, feed and interact with the babies.  Their vision is huge, hoping to 
eventually duplicate these programs in many of the 900 welfare institutions in China.  We are very much in support 
of their efforts to create a more hopeful life and future for the thousands of children residing in orphanages in China.  
Through our own fund raising activities, we hope to continue to send resources their way to help them in this 

worthy endeavor.  You can learn more about Half the Sky Foundation by visiting their web site at www.halfthesky.org/
need.htm. 
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Blanketing the World 
with God’s Love  
Project Update 

Half  the Sky  
Foundation 



 

CONSTRUCTING CURRICULUM FOR THE 
CHILDREN OF HOPE PRESCHOOL 

An important focus of our recent trip to 
Cebu was to follow up with the Children 

of Hope 
Preschool 
program which 
was 
implemented a 
year ago.  Many 
of the faces in 
the preschool 
had changed 
since our last trip.  
Five of the 
preschool 
children and 
their siblings 

were adopted this past year and are now 
living in New Zealand, the U.S. and 
elsewhere.  As 
children leave 
CSC, new 
children come 
into the Shelter.  
We had the 
pleasure of 
getting to 
know Apple, 
Hilda, Leonora, 
Roniel, 
Reinalyn and 
others.  The 
preschool 
program also has a new teacher, Lyn 
Dumoron.  Lyn and Myrna Alejado, her 
teaching assistant, make a great team and 

are doing a wonderful job.  Time was 
spent each morning in the preschool 
program with the staff and children.  
Thanks to our contributors, we were able 
to take some new toys and equipment 
with us which received an enthusiastic 
response from the preschoolers.  They 
had great fun playing inside the fire 
engine and were as cute as could be 
dressed up in the fire hats and vests.  
Jonathan definitely has a potential career 

in emergency services.  He loved getting 
decked out in the fire fighter gear 
complete with oxygen mask and tank.  
During a large motor “Stop and Go” 
activity, he 
donned the 
police officer 
gear and arrested 
those children 
who forgot to 
halt on the stop 
sign circles.  His 
younger brother, 
Gerardo, 
however, did not 
appreciate 
Jonathan putting 
him in hand cuffs. 
 
The early part of each afternoon was 
devoted to working on curriculum plans 
with Teacher Lyn and Myrna.  The 
overall theme for the Children of Hope 
School for the 4th quarter is 
Communication.  Weekly themes were 
planned to take children through a 
progression of understanding ways that 
we communicate.  Body language  and 
facial expressions, signs and symbols, 
oral traditions, written language, and 
technology such as fax and e-mail are 

some of the topics to be covered. 
 
 
 

One of our goals for the Children of 
Hope Preschool is to build up a wealth 
of resources including books, learning 
games and materials for the teachers to 
use as they implement various teaching 
themes throughout the year.  A youth 
group from the Evangelical Free Church 
in Bozeman, Montana devoted a 
Saturday in February to  making 

teaching materials for the 
Communication theme as well as themes 
for the next school year.  The hours 
spent resulted in several boxes to be 
transported to Cebu.  The preschool staff  
at the Children of Hope School were 
very appreciative of receiving all of  
these materials that will help them 
greatly in implementing a creative 

curriculum for the children.   
A big thanks goes to: Jessica Burgard, 
LeAnne Schweitzer, Kerri Rossmeier, 
Justin Burgard, Aaron Devine, Meriah 
Cory, Nick Burgard, and Jason Mills.  
Thanks also to Linda Heydon, Robin 
Morris and Karen Ranta who also 

Building a Storehouse 
of Resources  
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The itinerary for our trip to the 
Philippines in March made it necessary 
for us to spend a few days in Manila.  
We took advantage of our time there to 
visit some other orphanage projects.  
Most interesting were the Children’s 
Homes being constructed by the Asian 
Hope Missionary Outreach in the area of 
Sampaloc, approximately a two hour 
drive from Manila.  Sampaloc is up in 
the mountains where the sky is blue and 
you can actually see the sun - a welcome 
relief from the pollution of Manila.  Two 
homes and an administration building 

make up the site.  When completed, each 
home will be residence for 
approximately 20 children with a set of 
house parents and “Aunties.”  There are 
plans for a small preschool that will 

BUILDING A HOME 
FOR CHILDREN  

IN NEED  

serve the children living at the homes 
and be open to children in the 
community as well.   
 
We have been communicating with this 
Australia based group for several years 
now and were glad to finally have the 
chance to visit the project and see what 
they are doing.  We have proposed to 
offer our assistance in the following 
ways: 
 
• Help raise the funds needed to bring 

the construction of the buildings to 
completion.   

 
• Explore the possibility of organizing 

a group of high school youth and 
adults from our community to travel 
to the Philippines on a mission to 
help with the painting and finishing 
of the buildings and grounds.   

 
• Provide the toys and equipment that 

will be needed for the infants and 
toddlers and for the preschool 
program. 

PICNIC POTLUCK FOR ADOPTIVE FAMILIES 
 

Families with adopted children are invited to a get-together at.... 
  

Bogart Park 
Saturday, June 24, 2000 

3:00 to 6:00 p.m. 
 

Bring a main dish, salad, or dessert to share.  If you are contemplating or in 
the process of adopting, you are also welcome and encouraged to attend.   

It’s a wonderful opportunity to talk with families who have traveled the road of 
adoption and to meet their precious children.   

For more information, call Rebecca at 582-8840 or Jan at 586-5773. 
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• Act as a U.S. partner in soliciting 
sponsorships of children to help 
provide a funding base for the 
operation of the Children’s Homes 
once they are up and running.  

 
Persons interested in supporting this 
project can make a contribution through 
The Sacred Portion Children’s Outreach.  
We will provide a tax-deductible receipt 

and then forward your contribution on to 
the Asian Hope Missionary Outreach.  If 
you would be interested in taking your 
skills or talents on a mission trip, call 
Craig at 586-5773. 



 

 
 Name _________________________________ Address _______________________Phone 
____________ 
 
FINANCIAL SUPPORT 

 
  I would like to support this ministry in the amount of $ ___________ 
  r monthly     r quarterly    r annually 

  r general     r special projects  r adoption assistance fund 

OTHER NEEDS   

  r I am interested in serving on the Board of Directors of SPCO. * 

  r I would like to help make teaching materials or with other hands-on tasks. 

  r I will commit to praying for this ministry.  

 
Please return to:   

The Sacred Portion Children’s Outreach 
7104 Bristol Lane 

Bozeman, MT   59715  

 
 

 The Sacred Portion Children’s Outreach 
 7104 Bristol Lane 
 Bozeman, MT   59715 
 (406) 586-5773 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SPCO 
Board of  
Directors 

Craig Druckenmiller, Jan Druckenmiller, Linda Heydon, Rebecca Ruefer 

* The Sacred Portion Children’s Outreach is seeking  to expand its Board of Directors.  This commitment 
involves attending a two hour meeting approximately every two to three months and some possible time on special 
projects.  If you have a heart for orphans, an interest in adoption issues, or an area of expertise such as grant writing or 
fund raising, please consider this opportunity to serve.  For more information call 586-5773.   



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

SUPPLYING THE  
FOUNDATION STONES 

 
Through contributions in response to our 
February Newsflash, we were able to meet 
some additional needs of  the Children of 
Hope Preschool and Early Learning Project.  
We transported the plexi-glass mirrors for 
the play rooms on the airplane and the 
carpenter got busy right away mounting 

them on the walls.  It was really fun to see the reactions of the babies.  The mirrors 
will really help promote their self awareness and discovery.  The little tables and 
chairs that we had built by a carpenter in Cebu turned out beautifully. They are a 
perfect size for seating the toddlers for art activities, puzzles and other table top 
manipulatives.  The preschool staff were thrilled with their new camera and promised 
to take lots of pictures.  The contributions received exceeded the cost of the needs on 
our list and so we were able to also take some new toys and equipment for both the 

Robert Gill 
 
Bruce & Betha Pierson 
 
Elizabeth Thompson 
 
Jeff & Pam Thompson 
 
Duane & Debbie Bjelland 
 
Phil & Cindy Bruckner 
 
Richard & Mary Swandal 
 
I-Ho & Derik Pomeroy 
 
Lola Jeffers 
 
Jim & Mary Ellen Litle 
 
Ron & Miriam Huisenga 
 
Mike & Cindy Harrelson 
 
Billie Warford 
 
Mark & Kate Holiday 
 
Mike & Carol Coleman 
 
Brad & Eileen Gillespie 
 
Dave & Jennie Lockie 
 
John & Jane Phillips 
 
Fred & Virginia Traeger 
 
Gary & Maie Sullivan 
 
John & Sylvia McCulloch 
 
Jack & Elaine Thompson 

Financial Contributors 
Gifts Received from 11/99 - 5/00 

 
Larry & Dede Baker 
 
Fred & Jan Schweitzer 
 
Bob & Mary Dewit 
 
Steve & Christie Schulmbohm 
 
J. Elton & Evelyn Patridge 
 
Robin Zetzer & Steven Fladhammer 
 
Fred & Carla Habel 
 
Dave & Molly Thompson 
 
Alex & Sue Hudak 
 
Mike & Joni Westfall 
 
Joel & Claudia Shouse 
 
Jim & Leslie Drummond 
 
Ann & Stan Pietruska 
 
Randy & Sharon Dugger 
 
Keith & Cindy Aune 
 
Extend! Foundation, Inc. 
 
Evangelical Free Women’s Ministry 
 
Harriet Tamminga in honor of: 
   Carol Tamminga 
   Ann Lu Middel 
  Janet Bonnema 
  Grace & Dan Van Gorp 
 

 

Donations of Toys & 
Materials 

 
Tammy Christofferson 
 
Leslie’s Hallmark Stores 
 
Stamps To Dye For 

 
Discounts and/or  

Shipping 
 

Toys ‘R’ Us 
 
Kaplan School Supply 
 
Constructive Play Things 
 
Discount School Supply 

 

Contributors to SPCO 
Adoption  

Assistance Fund 
 

Jessica Burgard 
 
Bruce & Joan Meyer 
 
Jean Carman 
 
Tim Carman & Barbara 
May 
 
Ann Carman 
 
Patt & Marilyn White 
 
Duke & JoAnn Brekhus 
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SPCO Adoption 
Assistance Fund  

 
It seems that we frequently encounter 
people who have thought about creating 
or adding to their family through 
adoption.  Unfortunately, the cost of an 
international adoption can be prohibitive 
and keeps that seed of thought from 
germinating into the reality of a child 
coming to live in their home and 
experiencing their love.  The Sacred 
Portion Children’s Outreach has 
established a Adoption Assistance Fund 
to provide financial help with adoptions.  
We thank those who have helped us get 
a start on this fund through their 
contributions.   We are continuing to 
seek individuals, businesses and 
corporations who would like to make a 
tax-deductible contribution to help unite 
children with their “forever” families. 

Hope For Children Act 

SUPPORTING THE FORMATION OF FAMILIES THROUGH ADOPTION 

 
Beginning January 1, 1997, adoptive  
adoptive families have been able to 
receive a tax credit of up to $5,000 for 
adoption related expenses.  The adoption 
credit is an amount that you subtract 
from your tax liability.   In addition to 
the credit, up to $5,000 paid or 
reimbursed by your employer for 
qualifying adoption expenses may be 
excludable from your gross income.  The 
tax credit begins to phase out at $75,000 
annual adjusted gross income and will 
expire on December 31, 2001.      
 
New legislation entitled the Hope for 
Children Act, was introduced into 
Congress last February that proposes to 
increase the current tax credit to $10,000 
and make it permanent.  It also raises the 
ceiling to enable adoptive families who 
earn up to $150,000 annually to receive 
the tax credit.  The Hope for Children 
Act has been referred to the House 
Committee on Ways and Means and the 
Senate Finance Committee.  
Representative Tom Bliley (R-Virginia), 
introduced the bill in the House, and 
Senator Larry Craig (R-Idaho) is the 
Senate sponsor.  For more information,  
Representative Bliley has set up a Hope 
for Children Act Information Center on 
his congressional web site at:  
www.house.gov/bliley.   
 
The act has fairly broad support, but we 
do urge you to contact your U.S. Senator 
and Representative to make sure they 
will vote yes on this bill.  It’s passage 
will make a huge difference in making 
adoption more affordable for those who 
have it in their hearts to bring a child 
into their home.   

Adoption Resources 
 
SPCO has started a lending library of 
adoption resources.  If you would like 
to borrow any of these books, call us 
at 586-5773 to make arrangements. 
 
How to Adopt Internationally 
by Jean Nelson-Erichsen, L.S.W., 
M.A. and Heino Erichsen, M.A. 
This resource covers everything from 
learning about the international 
adoption process and organizing a 
home study, to fulfilling state 
requirements, choosing a country from 
which to adopt, traveling abroad, and 
adjusting to the new life with a child.  
It includes examples of forms and 
documents that prospective parents 
require and information on 88 child-
placing countries. 
 
Adopting for Good 
by Jorie Kincaid 
This guide for people considering 
adoption helps prospective parents 
discover the differences between open 
and closed adoption; the steps to take 
to make the adoption permanent; the 
challenges of adopted an infant versus 
an older child; the differences between 
adoption and “buying a baby.” 
 
Talking with Young Children  
About Adoption 
by Mary Watkins, Ph.D. and  
Susan Fisher, M.D. 
Current wisdom hold that adoptive 
parents should talk with their children 
about adoption as early as possible.  
But it’s often hard to know what to say 
and when to say it.  How do children 
respond to the concept of adoption?  
How do they incorporate adoption into 
their make-believe play?  What 
worries do they have?  This book, for 
parents of children ages two to ten, 
answers these questions and more. 
 
Children Who Shock and Surprise 
by Elizabeth Randolph, R.N., Ph.d. 
This book provides a brief, but 
complete description of the causes and 
symptoms of attachment disorder, 
some useful parenting tactics, and the 
most effective treatment techniques.  
 
With Eyes Wide Open 

by Margi Miller, M.A. and  
Nancy Ward, M.A., L.I.C.S.W. 
This is a workbook for persons 
thinking about adopting  a toddler or 
older youngster from overseas.  This is 
a child who has already attempted to 
attach to a parent figure, experienced 
pain and hopefully its relief, learned to 
recognize language, discovered his or 
her own body, and divided the world 
into friend or foe.  With Eyes Wide 
Open helps prepare adoptive parents 
for taking a child with life-experiences 
into their heart and life. 
 
Toddler Adoption:  
The Weaver’s Craft 
by Mary Hopkins Best 
Increasingly, adoptive children are 
entering their forever families past the 
age of infancy but not yet as older 
children.  Toddler Adoption covers all 
aspects of adopting and parenting 
these young children: making an 
informed decision whether or not to 
adopt; preparation and education; 
forming attachments; behavior 
management; and more. 
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